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MORE PERFORMANCE.  
MORE POSSIBILITIES.

MORE VALUE.
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Safety-conscious design – 
from in-built fixings to  

anti-tipping components

Wide choice of dedicated 
training options

Full industry accreditation

Linking safe procedures 
with optimised system 

performance

SAFETY...

A WAY

OF LIFE

Lightweight design  
simplifies handling

Cost benefits through 
maximum transport and 

storage capability

Interlocking decking – just one 
example of advanced thinking

Helps optimise site space 
usage and vehicle movements

A MOVING 

(AND STORING) 

STORY

Layher history of organic  
growth ensures consistent  

quality control

Commitment to growth  
from within

All divisions developed  
to reflect ‘The Layher Way’

Growth by innovation –  
not acquisition

ORGANIC 

STRENGTH  

MEANS  

ACQUIRED 

STRENGTH

REACHING 

OUT...

OR NOT

Wide choice of bay  
widths available

Simple split-bay installations

Optimised component usage

Every installation gains from 
design versatility

SITE 

EFFICIENCY...

THE LAYHER 

VIEW

Speed of safe erection and dismantling 
means rapid access and protection 

solutions – no need for double guard rails

Proven and tested loading capability and 
‘automatic correct assembly’ design

Materials and construction mean  
long life performance

Full input and support from Layher’s  
UK and worldwide network

At Layher, we are not only 
innovators – we are  

genuine pioneers

Long history of  
forward-thinking design

Consistently enhancing 
installation possibilities

Commitment to user  
responses and feedback

INNOVATION –

THERE’S A 

THOUGHT A CURVE 

HERE...

A BEND 

THERE...

Rosette connector maximises 
versatility

Multiple fixing angles possible

Accommodates curves and radii 
to follow building profile

Proven – from architectural 
curves to industrial pipework

A PART  

FOR ALL  

REASONS

Wide choice meets exact needs

Comprehensive stockholding 
means rapid order response

System versatility optimises  
on-site usage

Continuous innovation  
creates more possibilities

MORE ORIGINAL FEATURES.
MORE REASONS TO 

TRUST LAYHER.

At Layher, we are not only innovators – we are genuine pioneers

Long history of forward-thinking design

Consistently enhancing installation possibilities

Commitment to user responses and feedback

Speed of safe erection and dismantling means rapid  

access and protection solutions – no need for double guard rails

Proven and tested loading capability and ‘automatic correct assembly’ design

Materials and construction mean long life performance

Full input and support from Layher’s UK and worldwide network

Lightweight design simplifies handling

Cost benefits through maximum transport and storage capability

Interlocking decking – just one example of advanced thinking

Helps optimise site space usage and vehicle movements

Safety-conscious design – from in-built fixings to anti-tipping components

Wide choice of dedicated training options

Full industry accreditation

Linking safe procedures with optimised system performance

Wide choice meets exact needs

Comprehensive stockholding means rapid order response

System versatility optimises on-site usage

Continuous innovation creates more possibilities

Wide choice of bay widths available

Simple split-bay installations

Optimised component usage

Every installation gains from design versatility

Rosette connector maximises versatility

Multiple fixing angles possible

Accommodates curves and radii to follow building profile

Proven – from architectural curves to industrial pipework

Layher history of organic growth ensures consistent quality control

Commitment to growth from within

All divisions developed to reflect ‘The Layher Way’

Growth by innovation – not acquisition
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Layher is the world No.1 for proven performance, 
advanced systems and efficiency in use.
But to us, that’s only half the story . . .  
check out our comprehensive service package -

• In-house technical services

• In-house CISRS-approved training centre

• In-house financial support solutions

• On-site product support services

• Unmatched stock support with fast, off-the-shelf availability

• Depot network, nationwide

• Original product innovation

• Quality engineered products

• Original permanent advanced guardrail option

• Strategic customer partnership

It’s in our DNA
Service

Get the full story. Contact us now.



The housebuilding sector represents an 
excellent example of where the benefits of 
Layher scaffolding, protection and access 
systems can be seen.

Sean Pike, Layher’s UK Managing Director

The new Layher heavy duty, lightweight aluminium beam is already bringing key gains to 
contractors across a range of projects.

Compatible with both Allround system and tube and fit scaffolds, a choice of beam lengths 
combines with a wide range of accessories and fittings to produce tailored, optimised 
installations.

Early examples of its use include the refurbishment of the old Yell building in Reading into 
student accommodation for Crown Student Living.  Archway Services – the first to use the 
HD beam in this country – installed it both as a support to the scaffold structure above but 
also, vitally, as a means of maintaining full access to the on-site car park during the 11 month 
refurbishment programme.  

The rail industry has also been quick to gain with a major London station seeing multi-
discipline contractor KAEFER Ltd. use the span to minimise the number of support towers 
for a working platform above a busy pedestrian area.  The project, for main contractor BAM 
Nuttall, also included an extensive Keder temporary roofing system.

ACCESSING ALL
HOUSEBUILDING

ways to improve our standards and the 
standard of the scaffolding industry in 
Ireland and strongly believe that this is the 
product to do it.”

John Carolan and his team at Layher 
Ireland are also happy to be working in 
the hire sector through the involvement of 
Boston Access.  Based in Naas, County 
Kildare, the organisation is to act as hire 
distributor of Layher Allround and Staircase 
systems for its growing number of 
customers across Ireland – all fully 
supported by product training programmes.

NEW HD BEAM TAKES OFF

HD Beam – Key Facts

• 1.25 metres depth between top and 
bottom chords.

• Top and bottom chords have 60 mm 
OD, 48.3 OD for upright and diagonal 
chords.

• Maximum moment of 150 kNm at top 
chord restraint with shear of 53.8 kN.

• Choice of beam lengths – 1.036 to 
5.18 metres.

• Accessories and fitting options include 
6° and 30° apex sections together 
with corner, T and cross beam 
connectors.

Our customers in the field acknowledge 
factors such as in-built safety, versatility 
and speed of erection while other key 
gains arising from the need for fewer 

components, reduced storage and 
transport requirements and minimised 

cross-bracing are widely noted.

IRISH 
SUCCESS 
CONTINUES

of safety, versatility and speed, resulting 
in reduced labour, transportation and 
maintenance costs.”

One of the country’s best established 
contractors, Cork Scaffolding, also adds its 
voice – 

“With such an emphasis today on safety, 
quality of materials and design, the Layher 
modular systems offer a confidence and 
versatility that no other scaffolding system 
can provide,” says Declan Cummins, 
Director of Cork Scaffolding.  “We have 
been constantly watching the market for 

Layher Ireland continues to develop its 
presence in the country with successful 
agreements in both the contracting and 
hire sectors to report.  

“Cumiskey Scaffolding has been a long 
term user of the Layher system and 
has endorsed the advantages that its 
customers will now enjoy with the support 
of the new Layher facility in County 
Meath,” says Sean Pike, Layher’s UK 
Managing Director.  “Operating in the 
building and maintenance sectors, the 
advantages of our system designs can 
be clearly seen – particularly in terms 

“

”

Crucially, the Layher 
designs also lend 
themselves to the most 
up-to-date and exciting 
developments in the 
housebuilding industry. 
“From timber frame to 
block construction – the 
ability of our scaffold 
systems to keep pace 
with build programmes 
is often vital,” adds Sean Pike. “The 
added benefit of weather protection from 
our choice of temporary roofing systems 
enhances these advantages further still.” 
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Clear benefits in terms of on-site efficiency, 
safety and project scheduling and a continuous 
commitment to innovation are the building 
blocks of Layher’s success in this country 
and which have led directly to the growth of 
the network.

“Our well-established headquarters and 
distribution operation in Letchworth, and 
highly active facility in Livingston in Scotland, 
have recently been joined by our Eggborough 
depot, which services the north of the country 
and, most recently, the opening of Layher 
Ireland in County Meath,” says Sean Pike, 
Layher’s UK Managing Director.

“We are committed to working as closely as 
possible with our customers and that means 
having equipment and training capability 
on hand wherever possible,” he continues.  

“Adding this to our rapid response service 
and full support of our head office and 
manufacturing plant in Germany means we 
can bring the full range of Layher benefits 
directly to our customers.”

Ongoing staff development builds further on 
this growth pattern, reflecting the Layher 
belief in investing now for the future.

“Our strength throughout the country is soon 
to be enhanced even more,” concludes Sean 
Pike, “with the Midlands to be the next to gain 
from a dedicated Layher facility.  As they say, 
‘Watch This Space!’.”  

GROWING NETWORK  
MARKS CONTINUING SUCCESS

The past, present and future of system scaffolding

SCOTLAND - Livingston

IRELAND - Keenogue

MIDLANDS (Coming soon)

NORTH EAST 
ENGLAND - 

Eggborough

HEAD OFFICE - Letchworth


